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The Presidents 2009-05-07 in this magisterial examination of the
presidency over the course of the 20th century the author explores the
history of the world s greatest elective office and the role each
incumbent has played in changing the scope of its powers using individual
presidential portraits of each of the presidents of the past century
graubard asks and answers a wide variety of crucial questions about each
president what intellectual social and political assets did they bring to
the white house and how quickly did they deplete or mortgage that capital
how well did they cope with crises foreign and domestic how much
attention did they pay to their election pledges after they were elected
how did they use the media old and new above all how did they conduct
themselves in office and what legacy did they leave to their successors
graubard provides original analysis in each case and reaches many
surprising conclusions
Celebrity in Chief 2016-08-22 analyzes the inherent celebrity that comes
with being the united states president and explains how some presidents
successfully capitalized on their fame to make themselves more effective
leaders and others did not
The Presidents and the Negro 1976 god bless my mother all i am or ever
hope to be i owe to her abraham lincoln what are the family circumstances
that have created our presidents how did their upbring ing shape their
future and ours new york times bestselling author doug wead answers these
questions in one of the most comprehensive studies of presidential
families to date when one thinks about the leadership qualities of george
washington and theodore roosevelt or the intellectual prowess of john
adams and abraham lincoln it is hard to imagine them as children it is
even more difficult to envision the parents of our leaders especially the
larger than life idols of our political past our greatest presidents have
entered the oval office armed with overwhelming ambition intellect and
political savvy but were these characteristics evident in childhood the
raising of a president is a groundbreaking look at the parents of the
american presidents full of never before seen facts and anecdotes as well
as psychological profiles based on wead s findings he analyzes the types
of families into which our presidents were born and sheds a fascinating
light on how their destinies were shaped during childhood using countless
presidential correspondences and letters as well as notes from hours of
his own private conversations and interviews with six presidents and
first ladies wead focuses specifically on the early life of our first
president george washington john adams john quincy adams and the making
of our nation s first political empire the humble beginnings of our
greatest president abraham lincoln the privileged upbringing of franklin
delano roosevelt the ambitious rise of john fitzgerald kennedy and the
quiet dynasty led by george h w bush and his son george w bush throughout
the raising of a president readers will find that the circumstances and
events that would destroy most children were often the very things that
sparked greatness in our nation s future leaders these are the stories of
the presidents parents but in a truer sense they are the stories of the
presidents themselves from a perspective that is long overdue
The Raising of a President 2005-03-15 cited in books for college
libraries 3d ed and guide to reference books this standard reference
accessible to high school students and above presents the life and
political careers of all the american presidents arranged chronologically
the 20 plus page essays written by scholars historians and journalists
are preceded by a general introduction on the nature of the presidency
and followed by a chapter on the role of the first ladies from martha
washington to laura bush new information includes the second term of the
clinton administration and the first year of george w bush s tenure the
appendices include a general bibliography of the presidency a table of
biographical political and historical data and a description of the
executive office of the president includes 100 b w illustrations and two
eight page color inserts edited by graff emeritus history columbia u
annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
The Presidents 2002 this in depth history of our nation s 46 presidents
is now fully revised and updated to include donald trump s eventful term
in office joe biden s path to the presidency and the election of kamala
harris the nation s first female black vice president the presidents fact
book is the complete compendium of all things presidential and a sweeping
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survey of american history through the biography of every president from
george washington to joe biden organized chronologically by president
each entry covers the major accomplishments and events of the
presidential term cabinet members election results groundbreaking
legislation and supreme court appointments personality and personal
habits including hobbies odd behaviors and outlandish penchants a behind
the scenes look at the wives families friends and foes and much more
major moments from administrations from the bill of rights and the
emancipation proclamation to the civil rights era and the coronavirus
pandemic provide a glimpse into the crucial moments of america s storied
past perfect for students history buffs and political junkies the
presidents fact book is at once an expansive collage of the american
presidency and a comprehensive view of american history
The Presidents Fact Book 2021-08-10 the new york times bestselling
history of the private relationships among the last thirteen presidents
the partnerships private deals rescue missions and rivalries of those
select men who served as commander in chief the presidents club
established at dwight eisenhower s inauguration by harry truman and
herbert hoover is a complicated place its members are bound forever by
the experience of the oval office and yet are eternal rivals for history
s favor among their secrets how jack kennedy tried to blame ike for the
bay of pigs how ike quietly helped reagan win his first race in 1966 how
richard nixon conspired with lyndon johnson to get elected and then
betrayed him how jerry ford and jimmy carter turned a deep enmity into an
alliance the unspoken pact between a father and son named bush and the
roots of the rivalry between clinton and barack obama time magazine
editors and presidential historians nancy gibbs and michael duffy offer a
new and revealing lens on the american presidency exploring the club as a
hidden instrument of power that has changed the course of history
The Presidents Club 2012-04-17 a fascinating new angle on presidential
history assessing the performances of the presidents in their freshman
year of the toughest job in the world grouped by the issues the new
presidents confronted in their first years in office the book takes
readers into the history thought processes and results on a case by case
basis including how the presidents subsequent actions proved that they
learned or didn t learn from their mistakes from george washington to
barack obama the president s first year details the challenging first
twelve months of all our presidents tenures
The President's First Year 2016-01-15 which president broke the law to
prevent enslaved people from being freed who said when the president does
it that means it s not illegal why does america have a president from the
heated debates among the framers of the constitution in 1787 over an
elected king to the creation of the presidency and on through rich
profiles of each man who has held the office new york times bestselling
author kenneth c davis takes readers on a guided tour of american history
examining each chief executive from the low lights to the bright lights
the memorable to the forgettable and the forgotten davis tells all the
stories offering rich anecdotes about real people he also charts the
history of the presidency itself debunking myths and grading the
presidents from a to f for history buffs and history phobes alike this
entertaining book may change your understanding of the highest office in
the land throughout more than two hundred years of history
Don't Know Much About® the American Presidents 2014-04-15 peggy grande s
memoir is the book to read on ronald reagan s post presidential years
among the most unique and touching books ever done on the man wonderful
the americanspectator in the president will see you now devoted reagan
insider peggy grande shares behind the scenes stories intimate moments
and insights into one of america s most beloved presidents grande who
started in the office of ronald reagan as a college student and earned
her way into a coveted role as the president s executive assistant offers
an unparalleled perspective on the post presidency of a political icon
grande s stories and never before seen photos show a unique private side
to a public figure and leader who reshaped conservatism ushered in an era
of prosperity and helped spur the end of the cold war grande reveals what
day to day life was like in reagan s california office including the
former president s relationship with the first lady and his interactions
with friends world leaders and everyday americans grande recalls how
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reagan kept a vigorous schedule for years after he left the white house
his robust engagement with others and ongoing political advocacy despite
his eventual alzheimer s diagnosis grande shows how ronald reagan
remained true to core beliefs his gentlemanly kindness and his undying
hope for his country today the reagan legacy looms over american politics
more than ever grande reminds readers why when ronald reagan was
president we not only loved ourselves but also loved america and the
american values he represented faith optimism and patriotism
The President Will See You Now 2017-02-21 an examination of the president
s relationship with the public from public opinion cycles to news media
to interest groups
The Presidents and the National Capital 1917 this sterling collection of
original never before published essays on six fascinating contemporary
presidents by some of the leading presidential biographers of our time is
must reading for anyone interested in american politics the history of
the american presidency or the lives of the presidents each essay
extending and elaborating on lectures originally delivered as part of the
montgomery lecture series at dartmouth university explores how a
particular president came to power wielded power and was changed by power
and how each presidency affected the power of the office itself the
presidencies addressed are those of roosevelt eisenhower kennedy johnson
reagan and clinton published as our nation begins the process of electing
the 43rd president during a time when some believe the independence of
the office itself is at stake power and the presidency is a timely and
thought provoking look at the nature of power in american democracy
The Presidents and the Public 1990 readers learn about how the president
is elected what the presidential duties are and who runs the nation if
the president gets sick
A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents 1897 explores
the lives of the presidents and the evolution of the presidency
Power And The Presidency 2007-11-02 the presidents fact book is a
compendium of all things presidential and a sweeping survey of american
history through the biography of every president from george washington
to donald trump organized chronologically by president each entry covers
the major accomplishments and events of the presidential term cabinet
members election results groundbreaking legislation and supreme court
appointments personality and personal habits career before the presidency
a behind the scenes look at the wives families friends and foes and much
more including hobbies odd behaviors and outlandish penchants major
primary documents from each administration from the bill of rights to
barack obama s speech on race in america provide a glimpse into the
crucial moments of america s storied past in the words of those who led
the nation perfect for students history buffs and political junkies the
president s fact book is at once an expansive collage of our nation s 45
individual presidents and a comprehensive view of american history
The President and the Executive Branch 2013-01-01 from abigail nabby
adams to chelsea clinton george washington adams to john f kennedy jr the
children of america s presidents have both suffered and triumphed under
the watchful eyes of their powerful fathers and the glare of the ever
changing public whether they perished under the pressure like andrew
johnson upheld controversial views like amy carter or carried their
father s torch right back to the white house like george w bush all
presidential children grew up having to share their fathers with the
whole of their fellow countrymen and in too many instances spent the rest
of their lives in a desperate search for their own identities in this
illuminating bestseller washington insider doug wead offers an
authoritative analysis of our nation s presidential offspring featuring
lively anecdotes photographs short biographies and never before published
personal accounts all the presidents children is an important socio
cultural work a groundbreaking study of american family dynamics and an
entertaining foray into the homes hearts and history of our forefathers
The American President 2000 we the presidents explores how today s
political and economic issues were shaped over the last century by
american presidents from warren g harding through donald j trump most
presidential biographies portray a single president often focusing on the
give and take of politics issues irrelevant to a modern reader in
contrast we the presidents provides a sweep of american presidential
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history from 1920 through 2020 discussing presidential decisions and
policies including immigration healthcare income inequality taxation and
the tension between personal liberty and public responsibility which
affect every american today
Presidents Fact Book Revised and Updated! 2017-01-03 in this magisterial
examination of the presidency over the course of the 20th century the
author explores the history of the world s greatest elective office and
the role each incumbent has played in changing the scope of its powers
using individual presidential portraits of each of the presidents of the
past century graubard asks and answers a wide variety of crucial
questions about each president what intellectual social and political
assets did they bring to the white house and how quickly did they deplete
or mortgage that capital how well did they cope with crises foreign and
domestic how much attention did they pay to their election pledges after
they were elected how did they use the media old and new above all how
did they conduct themselves in office and what legacy did they leave to
their successors graubard provides original analysis in each case and
reaches many surprising conclusions
All the Presidents' Children 2003-02-18 usa today bestseller from the 1
new york times bestselling author of the residence and first women also a
new york times bestseller comes a poignant news making look at the lives
of the five former presidents in the wake of their white house years
including the surprising friendships they have formed through shared
perspective and empathy after serving the highest office of american
government five men jimmy carter the late george h w bush bill clinton
george w bush and barack obama became members of the world s most
exclusive fraternity in team of five kate andersen brower goes beyond the
white house to uncover what exactly comes after the presidency offering a
glimpse into the complex relationships of these five former presidents
and how each of these men views his place in a nation that has been
upended by the oval office s current norm breaking occupant president
donald trump with an empathetic yet critical eye and firsthand testimony
from the carters donald trump and the top aides friends and family
members of the five former presidents team of five takes us inside the
exclusive world of these powerful men and their families including the
unlikely friendship between george w bush and michelle obama the last
private visits bill clinton and barack obama shared with george h w bush
and the obamas flight to palm springs after donald trump s inauguration
perhaps most timely this insightful illuminating book overflows with
anecdotes about how the ex presidents are working to combat president
trump s attempts to undo the achievements and hard work accomplished
during their own terms perhaps most poignantly team of five sheds light
on the inherent loneliness and inevitable feelings of powerlessness and
frustration that come with no longer being the most important person in
the world but a leader with only symbolic power there are ways though
that these men and their wives have become powerful political and
cultural forces in american life even as so called formers team of five
includes 16 pages of color photographs
The President and the Presidency 2012-05-01 ever wonder what the
president does meet the 45 people who have held the job in this important
book that showcases how they each led the country in their time and
features their own thoughts and words through their documents letters
diaries speeches and so much more some call it the most important job in
the world it s certainly the most powerful and it s one that every
citizen needs to know about because we re the ones who vote to put a
president in office lively informative filled with firsts and facts big
ideas and compelling anecdotes the presidents decoded is a richly layered
guide to the leaders who have shaped our nation featuring over 125
primary sources including documents speeches letters executive orders and
diaries each leader s time in office is broken down and explained to show
the what how and why of our leaders thoughts decisions and policies
familiar documents like the preamble of the declaration of independence
the emancipation proclamation and the fugitive slave act the part of the
compromise of 1850 that set the country on a path to civil war are
included but there s also george washington s letter to martha as he
learns that he s been chosen to be the general of the continental army a
letter to franklin d roosevelt from a desperate family during the great
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depression a letter from baseball legend jackie robinson urging john f
kennedy to do more for civil rights and the executive order limiting the
hours of the federal work day and so many more full color illustrations
bring each president and their time in office to life on the page in
their career defining moments as history marches forward and changes the
job and our way of life through inventions like the camera the telephone
the first metal detector services like the navy and the red cross and the
rise of social media platforms like twitter as she did in the
constitution decoded katie kennedy shines a light on american history
this time through the lens of the leaders who shaped our nation very
clever of you to catch this the number is off by 1 because grover
cleveland was the 22nd and the 24th president
We the Presidents 2022-01-06 a solid primer and reference about the many
men who have held the highest office in the us from george washington to
bill clinton based on a poll of 719 historians political scientists this
book ranks all the presidents in order of their influence importance from
the best rated president lincoln to the worst rated harding the authors
analyse the high low points of each chief executive s term of course
external factors influence a presidency as well the authors supply a
detailed overview of each administration to provide an in depth
perspective
Celebrity in Chief 2015 presents information about each of the 43
presidents with additional facts about vice presidents first ladies
presidents children and the white house
The Presidents 2005-01 like taking a tour of the white house with a
gifted storyteller at your side why in the minutes before john f kennedy
was murdered was a blood red carpet installed in the oval office if
abraham lincoln never slept in the lincoln bedroom where did he sleep why
was one president nearly killed in the white house on inauguration day
and another secretly sworn in what really happened in the situation room
on september 11 2001 history leaps off the page in this riveting fast
moving and highly entertaining book on the presidency and white house in
under this roof from award winning white house based journalist paul
brandus reporting from the west wing briefing room since 2008 brandus the
most followed white house journalist on twitter westwingreport weaves
together stories of the presidents their families the events of their
time and an oft ignored major character the white house itself from
george washington who selected the winning design for the white house to
the current occupant barack obama the story of the white house is the
story of america itself brandus writes you ll walk with john adams
through the still unfinished mansion and watch thomas jefferson plot to
buy the louisiana territory feel the fear and panic as british invaders
approach the mansion in 1814 and dolley madison frantically saves a
painting of washington gaze out the window with abraham lincoln as
confederate flags flutter in the breeze on the other side of the potomac
be in the room as one president is secretly sworn in and another gambles
away the white house china in a card game stand by the presidential bed
as one first lady covering up her husband s illness from the nation
secretly makes decisions on his behalf learn how telephones movies radio
tv changed the presidency and the nation itself through triumph and
tragedy boom and bust secrets and scandals brandus takes you to the
presidential bedroom movie theater situation room oval office and more
under this roof is a sensuous account of the history of both the home of
the president and the men and women who designed inhabited and decorated
it paul brandus captivates with surprising gloriously raw observations
Team of Five 2021-05-25 the president the pope and the prime minister is
a sweeping dramatic account of how three great figures changed the course
of history all of them led with courage but also with great optimism the
pope helped ordinary poles and east europeans banish their fear of soviet
communism convincing them that liberation was possible the prime minister
restored her country s failing economy by reviving the vigorous virtues
of the british people the president rebuilt america s military power its
national morale and its pre eminence as leader of the free world together
they brought down an evil empire and changed the world for the better no
one can tell their intertwined story better than john o sullivan former
editor of national review and the times of london who knew all three and
conducted exclusive interviews that shed extraordinary new light on these
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giants of the twentieth century
The Presidents on the Presidency 1970 the author of the acclaimed
biography of president james polk a country of vast designs offers a
fresh playful and challenging way of playing rating the presidents by
pitching historians views and subsequent experts polls against the
judgment and votes of the presidents own contemporaries merry posits that
presidents rise and fall based on performance as judged by the electorate
thus he explores the presidency by comparing the judgments of historians
with how the voters saw things was the president reelected if so did his
party hold office in the next election where they stand examines the
chief executives merry calls men of destiny those who set the country
toward new directions there are six of them including the three nearly
always at the top of all academic polls lincoln washington and fdr he
describes the split decision presidents including wilson and nixon
successful in their first terms and reelected less successful in their
second terms and succeeded by the opposition party he describes the near
greats jefferson jackson polk tr truman the war presidents madison
mckinley lyndon johnson the flat out failures buchanan pierce and those
whose standing has fluctuated grant cleveland eisenhower this voyage
through our history provides a probing and provocative analysis of how
presidential politics works and how the country sets its course where
they stand invites readers to pitch their opinions against the voters of
old the historians the pollsters and against the author himself in this
year of raucous presidential politics where they stand will provide a
context for the unfolding campaign drama
The Presidents Decoded 2023-10-17 the first section of this book details
the authors conception of presidential leadership and establishes the
historical constitutional and international contexts within which
presidents must operate the second section consists of six non crisis
case studies of presidential efforts to exercise leadership in foreign
affairs the cases also show how presidents attempt to initiate as opposed
to primarily react to international change kennedy s alliance for
progress johnson s involvement in the vietnam war nixon s overtures to
the communist superpowers carter s middle east initiatives reagan s
campaign for military superiority and bush s approach to foreign policy
leadership in each case the authors analyze the president s objectives
the domestic and international situation at the time the method of
implementation and the degree of success isbn 0 312 03603 5 pbk 18 65
Rating the Presidents 2000-10 america s executive office and its occupant
have found their way into numerous films more than 400 since 1903 ranging
from respectful biographical presentations to caricatures the
presentations of presidents on film reflect contemporary perceptions of
the office this is an all inclusive survey of commercial theatrical films
that depict an actual american president as a character an analysis of
these depictions reveals a great deal about the presidents and the
filmmakers the main body of the work provides a brief summary of each
administration along with a commentary on the overall nature of films in
which the featured president appeared each relevant film is then
discussed with the credits plot summary description of the presidential
appearance and when possible an assessment of the presidential portrayal
included
Smart about the Presidents 2004-07 updated to include the 2012 election
results this book includes biographies of each president since george
washington was first inaugurated in 1789 readers will learn of the
presidents back grounds their political careers the changes they saw and
the causes they championed this is a wonderful resource on the past and
present holders of the office of president of the united states
Under This Roof 2015-09-29 an intimate compulsively readable account of
the dynamics that have shaped and sometimes destroyed relations at the
top of the american political hierarchy and a valuable addition to the
literature of the modern presidency wall street journal from the author
of the new york times bestsellers first women and the residence an
intimate news making look at the men who are next in line to the most
powerful office in the world the vice presidents of the modern era from
richard nixon to joe biden to mike pence vice presidents occupy a unique
and important position living partway in the spotlight and part in the
wings of the forty eight vice presidents who have served the united
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states fourteen have become president eight of these have risen to the
oval office because of a president s death or assassination and one
became president after his boss s resignation john nance garner fdr s
first vice president famously said the vice presidency is not worth a
bucket of warm piss later cleaned up to warm spit but things have changed
dramatically in recent years in interviews with more than two hundred
people including former vice presidents their family members and insiders
and confidants of every president since jimmy carter kate andersen brower
pulls back the curtain and reveals the sometimes cold sometimes close and
always complicated relationship between our modern presidents and their
vice presidents brower took us inside the lives of the white house staff
and gave us an intimate look at the modern first ladies now in her
signature style she introduces us to the second most powerful men in the
world exploring the lives and roles of thirteen modern vice presidents
eight republicans and five democrats and she shares surprising
revelations about the relationship between former vice president joe
biden and former president barack obama and how vice president mike pence
and president donald trump interact behind closed doors from rivals to
coworkers there is a very tangible sense of admiration mixed with
jealousy and resentment in nearly all these relationships between the
number two and his boss even the best ones brower reveals vice presidents
owe their position to the president a connection that affects not only
how they are perceived but also their possible future as a presidential
candidate which is tied for better or worse to the president they serve
george h w bush and ronald reagan had a famously prickly relationship
during the 1980 primary yet bush would not have been elected president in
1988 without reagan s high approval rating al gore s 2000 loss meanwhile
could be attributed to the monica lewinsky sex scandal and bill clinton s
impeachment current vice president mike pence is walking a high stakes
political tightrope as he tries to reassure anxious republicans while
staying on his boss s good side this rich dynamic between the president
and the vice president has never been fully explored or understood
compelling and deeply reported grounded in history and politics and full
of previously untold and incredibly personal stories first in line
pierces the veil of secrecy enveloping this historic political office to
offer us a candid portrait of what it s truly like to be a heartbeat away
The Presidents and the Press 1964 the big book of american president
trivia illustrates each president s journey to the white house through
facts anecdotes illustrations photographs inspirational quotes and more
the president has been the figurehead of the united states since the time
when our country was a small band of thirteen fledgling colonies until
its current position as a world superpower the forty five leaders of our
nation have had fascinating exciting and sometimes scandalous lives find
out which president had a faithful dog named fala who was the only
unmarried president and which president s daughter carried around her pet
snake in the white house in this fun and fascinating overview of our
country s leaders bestselling author nancy j hajeski not only provides
engaging information about each president but also includes timelines of
us and world events that place each president s term in office in a
historical context she also provides useful facts about the white house
congress the supreme court presidential assassinations the first ladies
the vice presidents and more to help broaden kids understanding of our
government and the president s role within in with updated information on
president barack obama as well as donald j trump this is the perfect
introduction to the lives and characters of the us presidents
The President, the Pope, And the Prime Minister 2006-11-25 in 2020 as we
set our sights on another election this book takes a look at all of the
presidents of the united states ranked from best to worst the results may
surprise you and their legacies achievements and what we learned from
their leadership the book spans from 1789 when george washington spoiler
alert he s in the best presidents category took the first ever oath of
office forty four different men have sworn to faithfully execute the
office of president of the united states and what makes a great leader
has been vision conviction and setting the nation on the right course the
revolutionary war showed us we needed commanders who were going to fight
for our freedom the civil war showed we needed leaders who were going to
unite this nation we looked to the president during hard times like the
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great depression who were going to pick us up dust us off and with a
steady hand guide us to more promising times which franklin delano
roosevelt did over his unprecedented four terms over the next many many
decades and many wars and battles later the president of the united
states has shown they are the most powerful person on this planet but
they are also vulnerable they ve been targets of assassination attempts
and some sadly have been successful their transgressions have lead to
scandals and impeachments presidents have been accused of abusing power
and the advent of social media has ushered in a new form of communicating
to constituents and young voters in an election year when interest in
presidents is strong join centennial books as we look to the nation s
shared history to see what we can learn for today and the future
Where They Stand 2012-06-26 containing the public messages speeches and
statements of the president 1956 1992
The President as World Leader 1991 it began with a break in at the
democratic national committee headquarters in washington dc on 17 june
1972 bob woodward a journalist for the washington post was called into
the office on a saturday morning to cover the story carl bernstein a
political reporter on the post was also assigned they soon learned this
was no ordinary burglary following lead after lead woodward and bernstein
picked up a trail of money conspiracy and high level pressure that
ultimately led to the doors of the oval office men very close to the
president were implicated and then richard nixon himself over a period of
months woodward met secretly with deep throat for decades the most famous
anonymous source in the history of journalism as he and bernstein pieced
the jigsaw together they produced a series of explosive stories that
would not only win the post a pulitzer prize they would bring about the
president s scandalous downfall all the president s men documents this
amazing story taut gripping and fascinating it is a classic of its kind
the true story of the events that changed the american presidency
The Presidents on Film 2011-08-11 explains the powers and duties of the
present of the united states and the procedure by which a new one is
chosen every four years
Our Presidents 2012
First in Line 2018-06-05
The Big Book of American President Trivia 2021-02-02
America's Presidents 2020-09-22
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States 1967
All the President's Men 2012-12-11
The President 1985
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